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Abstract: Mesial occlusion is a frequent dental situation characterised via the higher dental arch being placed too some distance ahead in relation to the decrease dental arch. This malocclusion can lead to a variety of purposeful and aesthetic issues. Fortunately, elastics have emerged as an nice cure modality for correcting mesial occlusion. This article pursuits to discover the considerable function that elastics play in the cure of mesial occlusion.
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Introduction: Nowadays the remedy of the mesial malocclusion amongst teenagers is an essential orthodontic problem. According to researches’ statistics there is a developing quantity of sufferers with stated pathology in the contemporary decade. Moreover, the quantity of sufferers with extreme skeletal types of mesial occlusion additionally increases.

In the shape of dentition problems the mesial malocclusion takes up to 16,9% due to late detection and the lack of resource gadget to this class of patients. Because of these motives the malocclusion progresses with age. It is known, that there is no self-regulation of the chew amongst youngsters with mesial malocclusion related with the mandible anterior shift and reverse overjet at some point of the skeletal growth.

With no therapy it leads to the uncontrolled increase of decrease jaw and the lengthen of the top jaw growth, which end result as a skeletal structure of abnormality. The later sufferers come for an orthodontic treatment, the severer is the malocclusion.

Today no orthodontic appliance, that should be used for cure of the mesial malocclusion related with the mandible anterior shift in preschool aged children, is referred to in a different literature

Benefits of the use of Elastics:
Elastics grant a number of advantages when included into the therapy layout for mesial occlusion. These include:
- Correcting misalignment: Elastics exert regular pressure on the teeth, regularly transferring them into ideal alignment
- Class II elastics: These are typically used to right mesial occlusion through guiding the higher enamel backward, promotion a greater harmonious bite
- Class III elastics: These elastics are utilized to deal with positive instances of mesial occlusion the place the decrease enamel want to be guided forward.
- Enhancing jaw functionality: By as it should be positioning the teeth, elastics enhance the universal useful concord of the jaw
- Improved chewing: Correcting mesial occlusion leads to higher occlusal function, facilitating suitable chewing and digestion
- Speech improvement: Realignment of the tooth thru the use of elastics can positively influence speech patterns, improving readability and enunciation.
- Aesthetically captivating results: Elastics resource in attaining a desirable smile by means of aligning the enamel properly
- Enhanced facial symmetry: Properly aligned enamel make a contribution to an multiplied facial profile, restoring stability and symmetry
- Smile transformation: Elastics play a fundamental function in reaching a stunning smile with the aid of resolving occlusal disharmony.

Application of Elastics:
The profitable cure of mesial occlusion the use of elastics includes cautious planning and execution. Here are some key concerns in making use of elastics:
Customized remedy plans: Every patient's case requires an individualized approach, identifying the suitable type, size, and placement of elastics
Orthodontist assessment: A thorough examination and assessment assist orthodontists layout an advantageous cure plan, tailor-made to meet the special wants of the patient.
Elastic resolution and placement: The desire of elastics and their placement is essential for acquiring ultimate results
Elastic size: Different elasticity ranges are on hand to accommodate the severity of the occlusion
Placement technique: Orthodontists should make certain elastics are connected efficaciously to obtain the preferred teeth movement.
Elastics, additionally referred to as rubber bands, are used in orthodontic therapy to right the alignment and positioning of the enamel and jaws. In the case of mesial occlusion, elastics are employed to facilitate the correction of the underbite and convey the decrease jaw returned into a greater harmonious relationship with the top jaw. Here are some key factors about the position of elastics in the therapy of mesial occlusion:
Bite correction: Elastics exert mild however steady pressure on the tooth and jaws, supporting to cross them into the favored position. By attaching the elastics to precise hooks or brackets on the top and decrease braces, the orthodontist can information the motion of the decrease jaw backward, thereby improving the chunk alignment.
Improving dental aesthetics: Mesial occlusion can have an effect on the usual aesthetics of the smile. Elastics assist tackle this trouble through repositioning the enamel and aligning the jaws in a extra aesthetically fascinating manner. This can end result in a extra fascinating smile and facial appearance.
Coordinating the jaws: Elastics assist in coordinating the motion of the top and decrease jaws. By making use of the gorgeous force, elastics assist align the jaws and reap a extra balanced chunk relationship. This coordination is critical for ideal chewing, speaking, and universal feature of the oral and facial muscles.
Complementing different orthodontic appliances: In some cases, elastics are used in conjunction with different orthodontic appliances, such as expanders or headgear, to gain the favored results. The mixture of these remedies can grant most effective alignment of the tooth and jaws. It is vital to be aware that the success of elastics in the cure of mesial occlusion depends on affected person compliance.
It is fundamental to put on the elastics as directed by using the orthodontist, making sure they are worn constantly and modified regularly. Proper oral hygiene is additionally essential to hold wholesome gums and tooth all through orthodontic treatment

**Conclusion**

Elastics play a massive function in the therapy of mesial occlusion, imparting severa advantages such as alignment correction, increased jaw functionality, and more advantageous aesthetics. By customizing therapy plans and cautiously deciding on and setting elastics, orthodontists can efficaciously right mesial occlusion, yielding profitable and lasting results. Embracing the function of elastics in mesial occlusion cure lets in sufferers to gain now not solely a lovely smile however additionally an extended universal oral fitness and function.
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